A surface-confined DNA assembly amplification strategy on DNA nanostructural scaffold for electrochemiluminescence biosensing.
A critical challenge in surface-based DNA assembly amplification is the reduced accessibility of DNA strands arranged on a heterogeneous surface compared to that in homogeneous solution. Here, a novel in situ surface-confined DNA assembly amplification electrochemiluminescence (ECL) biosensor based on DNA nanostructural scaffold was presented. In this design, a stem-loop structural DNA segment (Hairpin 1) was constructed on the vertex of DNA nanostructural scaffold as recognition probe. In the present of target DNA, the hairpin structure changed to rod-like through complementary hybridization with target DNA, resulting in the formation of Hairpin 1:target DNA. When the obtained Hairpin 1:target DNA met Hairpin 2 labeled with glucose oxidase (GOD), the DNA cyclic amplification was activated, releasing target DNA into homogeneous solution for the next recycling. Thus, the ECL signal of Ru(bpy)32+-TPrA system was quenched by H2O2, the product of GOD catalyzing glucose. As a result, this proposed method achieved a linear range response from 50 aM to 10 pM with lower detection limit of 20 aM.